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with diseases, were driven out. Bunches or strings of the
segments were also suspended in the temple on certain occasions,
and answered the same purpose as rosaries, reminding the
worshippers of the order of the prayers.
wood, root, cabbage, etc.—The outer wood of the stem is
close-grained   with   dark-brown   vascular   bundles;   it   works
smooth and takes a good polish.   It weighs 70 Ibs., value of
P. 608.    The wood is devoted to various purposes; among the
Polynesians   it  is  used  for  shears,   rafters,  fences,  etc.,   and
converted into charcoal.    When the tree has ceased to bear
fruit, it is most valuable, and is imported into the European
markets under the name of Porcupine wood.    It is made into
ornaments and fancy articles.    Among the Singalese it is used
for rafters, laths, shingles, chairs, ladies' work-boxes, etc., but
during the period of its most abundant bearing (considered to
be between ten and thirty-five years' growth), the heart is of so
soft and spongy a nature, that it is merely used for fences,
water-pipes, etc.    From the trunk the Tahitians extract a gummy
substance called Pia Pia; it possesses no fragrant property, but
is used by the females to spread over their hair, in the same
manner that they are accustomed to use the viscid gum of the
Bread-fruit tree.   The terminal bud, or cabbage, is an excellent
vegetable, either cooked, or dressed in stows, hashes, or ragouts;
but as the removal of the bud kills the tree the natives indulge
themselves in eating it only on occasions of festivity.     They
either select for this purpose a tree which is  comparatively
sterile or one. which too closely crowds a neighbour.    The root
is occasionally used instead of arecanut by betel cjiewers.   In
Samoa coconut shells are the only water vessels of the natives,
and  are used as vessels for oil.   The open eye serves as an
orifice, and a small grornmet is passed through the other two
eyes by which it is suspended.   To remove the kernel, the natives,
after having poured out the water through the open eye, immerse
the nut in the.sea, where the kernel soon putrefies and is eaten
by marine animals.    It is then thoroughly  cleansed and  the
outside is frequently polished.   Both in Sarnoa and Hawaii the
shells are made into cups, in Which kava is served.    These are
often highly polished and become lined with a beautiful pearly
enamel from the deposit gradually made by the kava.   In many
islands the natives also make spoons, dishes, beads, and finger

